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AVRAMENKO, Maryana O. Joung researcher of the Early Slavs Department of the Institute of Archaeology, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine. Sphere of scientific interest - wheel-made pottery and funeral rite
of Chernyakhov’s culture. Author of more than 10 papers. E-mail: mariana_
avramenko@iananu.org.ua
BÂRCĂ, Vitalie is scientific fellow II with the Institute of Archaeology
and Art History of Cluj- Napoca, Romania. He is a specialist in the archaeology and history of the Sarmatian civilisation from the North-Pontic area, the
Lower Danube and the Great Hungarian Plain. His expertise also includes
aspects of ethnic, cultural, political and military interferences between the
Graeco-Roman and Barbarian worlds in Central and Eastern Europe. He is
the author of over 80 studies published in specialty journals and volumes.
His books include History and Civilisation. The Sarmatians in the east-Carpathian area (1st century BC – early 2nd century AD.), Cluj-Napoca 2006,
which has received the “Vasile Pârvan” award of the Romanian Academy; Nomads of the Steppes. The Early Sarmatians in the North-Pontic area (2nd –
1st century BC) Cluj-Napoca, 2006; Riders of the Steppes. The Sarmatians
in the North-Pontic area (together with O. Symonenko); Alburnus Maior III,
the Roman Cemetery at Tăul Corna, Cluj-Napoca, 2008 (co-author) and Sarmatian vestiges discovered south of the Lower Mureş River. The graves from
Hunedoara Timișană and Arad , Cluj-Napoca, 2014. He is editor of the volume Richard A. Mason, Costin Croitoru, Carl Schuchhard’s Contributions
on Ancient Linear Fortifications along the Lower Danube , Cluj-Napoca,
2016 and founder and editor of the Journal of Ancient History and Archaeology (http://www.jaha.org.ro). E-mail: vitalie_barca@yahoo.com
BĂŢ, Mihail is researcher and lecturer at Moldova State University. At
the present, he is doctoral student at the same university. His doctoral thesis focused on the study of the communities from the Middle Dniester Region in the XIIth-3rd centuries BC (supervision Prof. Aurel Zanoci). Current
projects focus on Iron Age archaeology, geoarchaeology, geophysics, GIS and
landscape archaeology. He participated at numerous national and international scientific conferences. Author and co-author of more than 35 scientific
publications, including 1 monograph: Evoluţia habitatului din Microzona Sa-
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harna în epoca fierului / Evolution of the Habitat in the Saharna micro-zone
in the Iron Age, Chişinău, 2016 (co-authors Ion Niculiţă, AurelZanoci). Email: mb_usm@yahoo.com
CĂSĂLEAN, Adrian Cătălin is a young archaeologist working at the
Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilization in Deva, with an MA in archaeology. He specialises in Ancient History and is particularly interested in the
Second Iron Age. His research is centred around the subject of imported objects in Dacia. He accumulated significant field experience on the archaeological sites at Tărtăria-Gura Luncii, Ardeu-Cetățuie, Unip-Dealul Cetățuica,
Alba Iulia-Mithreum III, and Oarda-Bulza, sites that boast discoveries from
various periods, from prehistory to the modern age. He is currently a Doctoral Student at the Babeș-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca, the thesis topic
being: Glass Artefacts from the Eastern Carpathian Basin in the Second Iron
Age. E-mail adicasalean@yahoo.co.uk.
DASZKIEWICZ, Małgorzata has studied geography and archaeology
at the Univerity of Warsaw. In 1993 she earned her PhD in Archaeology and
founded in 1998 her own firm – ARCHEA – in Warsaw as a laboratory for
archaeometric analysis and research. Currently she is research associate for
archaeometry, Freie Universität Berlin. Research interests: technology, production, provenance, function, classification of ceramics. Her main research
interests are determining the technology and provenance of archaeological
ceramics using thin-section microscopy, chemical analyses and MGR-analysis as well as scientific research aimed at developing methods for determining
the original firing temperatures. Research fields: Roman pottery in Germany
and the Mediterranean, Neolithic to medieval pottery in Europe, Mesopotamia, and Sudan (joint databank of ca 30000 analyses with G. Schneider).
Further interests are functional properties, production techniques and classification of bulk ceramic finds. E-Mail: m.dasz@wp.pl
FERENCZ, Iosif Vasile is a senior researcher at the Museum of Dacian
and Roman Civilization in Deva. He specialises in Ancient History, being
especially interested in the Second Iron Age. His presentations and studies
were centred mainly on the La Tène and Dacian civilizations in Transylvania.
His 2007 Doctoral Thesis at the Babeș-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca was
published in the same year under the title: The Celts of the Middle Mureș
Valley. The author is certified by the Romanian Ministry of Culture as expert
archaeologist and an expert in national cultural heritage goods. The activity
he carried out at the museum over more than two decades was oriented toward three main directions: archaeological research, the research, inventory,
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and ranking of the mobile national cultural heritage, and raising the profile
of the mobile national cultural heritage. He participated in archaeological
research and designed and led the investigations on sites such as SighișoaraWietenberg, Divici-Grad, Șeușa-La Cărarea Morii, Alun-Piatra Roșie, ArdeuCetățuie, Tărtăria-Pietroșița, Unip-Dealul Cetățuica, and others. The author
published, alone or collaboratively, over 100 studies, papers, and books, organised numerous exhibits, and presented the results of his work at multiple
national and international conferences, symposia, colloquia, and round table
discussions. He organised or co-organized 12 national and international conferences. Since 2018 he has been teaching Military Archaeology and Habitat
Archaeology courses within the master’s degree curriculum of the West University of Timișoara. E-mail fiosifvasile@yahoo.com
IARMULSCHI, Vasile is PhD (Chisinau, 2014), researcher at the National Museum of the History of Moldova and at the Freie Universität Berlin.
He has received his bachelor’s degree in prehistoric archaeology at the “Ion
Creangă” Pedagogical State University in Chișinău. Dissertation in 2014 at
the Institute of Cultural Heritage of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova.
Research focus: Late Pre-Roman Iron Age; Poienești-Lukaševka-culture; intercultural relations. E-Mail: vasile.iarmulschi@gmail.com
KACZMARSKA, Patrycja MA, PhD Student at the Faculty of Archaeology of Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland. She specializes i in
problems of younger pre-Roman iron age in Western Pomerania and the Baltic zone. Email: patrycja.kaczmarska93@gmail.com
MARTENS, Jes (PhD,) is associate professor of the Early Iron Age at
the Museum of Cultural History, Department of Archaeology since 1999.
Before that he was executive officer (archaeologist) at the Swedish National
Board of Antiquities (Riksantikvarieämbetet) in Lund (1996-1999) and before that he held scholarships at the University of Copenhagen (1992-1996)
and the National Museum of Denmark (1990-1992). Martens finished his
MA at the University of Aarhus in 1990, including a year at the University
of Warsaw (1982-1983). The PhD was obtained at the University of Copenhagen in 1998. Martens has held several scholarships such as the Carlsberg
foundation, Deutsche Akademische Austausch Dienst, NorFa, the Danish
Research Council of the Humanities and Queen Margrethe II foundation.
Martens has taught archaeology at the University of Copenhagen and the
University of Oslo and has delivered guest lectures at a number of universities in Northern Europe. Martens has functioned as censor at the Universities
of Copenhagen, Oslo and Tromsø. The main focus of his research is on the
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subjects «The Early Iron Age in Northern and Northern Central Europe»
and «settlement archaeology». He has published more than 60 papers in national and international journals, books and enciclopediae (in English, German, Italian, Polish, Danish and Norwegian) and has edited or been coeditor
of five books. In addition he has presented papers at more than 50 international conferences as well as being the initiator of more than 10 such events.
Email jes.martens@khm.uio.no
MICHAŁOWSKI, Andrzej is an Professor at the Adam Mickiewicz
University in Poznań. Dean of the Faculty of Archaeology Adam Mickiewicz
University in Poznań, the President of the General Board of the Scientific Association of Polish Archeologists, Corresponding member of the Deutsches
Archäologisches Institut, Römisch-Germanische Kommision. His research
interests include the Pre-Roman Iron Age and the Roman Period in the Central Europe; prehistoric building construction; settlement archaeology, contacts between Jastorf- and Przeworsk-Culture circle, pottery study. Author
and co-author of over 100 studies published in specialty journals and monographs. E-Mail: misiek@amu.edu.pl
MUNTEANU, Octavian is Associate Professor at History and Geography Department of Ion Creanga State Pedagogical University of Moldova,
PhD in Archaeology (1996, Cluj-Napoca). Member of the Archaeological
Research Centre from Moldova (from 2016 – vice president); member of
the Scientific Council of the Orheiul Vechi Cultural-Natural Reserve; associate-member of the Archaeological Committee of the Moldovan Ministry of
Culture; Corresponding member of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut,
Römisch-Germanische Kommision. Hi is Member of the editorial board of
the journals Plural. History. Society. Culture and Arheologia Preventivă în Republica Moldova. His research interests are determined by the settlement archaeology and pottery study, Latène era issues in the South-Eastern Europe,
especially those linked with the Germanic population in the East-Carpathian
forest-steppe and their relations with the local population (contacts between
Poieneşti-Lucaşeuca – Zarubineck – Jastorf - and Przeworsk Culture circle).
E-mail: ocmunteanu@gmail.com
MUSTEAŢĂ, Sergiu is currently a Professor at the History and Geography Department, ‘Ion Creangă’ State Pedagogical University of Chișinău. He
is the author of 8 monographs and more than 300 articles on history, archaeology, cultural heritage preservation and textbooks analysis. The most recent
works are „Community Archaeology in Eastern Europe. An Example from
the Republic of Moldova”. In: Jameson, John H. and Sergiu Musteata (eds),
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Transforming Heritage Practice in the 21st Century - Contributions from Community Archaeology. One World Archaeology Series. Springer, 2019, 45-58;
„Archaeological Heritage Resource Management in Romania and the Republic of Moldova: A Comparative View”. In: Campbell S., White L., Thomas S.
(eds) Competing Values in Archaeological Heritage. Springer, Cham, 2019,
45-61; Nomads and Natives beyond the Danube and the Black Sea, 700-900 CE,
Amsterdam University Press, ARC Humanities Press, Leeds, 2018. He is the
editor of two monograph series – ANTIM monographs and Unknown Documents and Histories (30 volumes published). Every year he delivers over
20 presentations and public lectures in various academic centres around the
world. During recent years, he has been a visiting scholar and a visiting professor in many universities in the USA, Germany, Romania, Sweden, etc. Email: sergiu_musteata@yahoo.com
NIEBIESZCZAŃSKI, Jakub PhD, Assistant professor on the Faculty
of Archaeology of Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland. He specializes in geoarchaeological research using interdisciplinary methods on
archaeological sites by the means of geomorphology, palaeogeography but
also the archaeological magnetometry on settlements and funeral sites. He
conducted his research in Poland, Ukraine, Hungary and Greece, thus his scientific interests lie in the Central-eastern and Southern Europe. By the means
of geoarchaeological methodology he investigated sites from Neolithic up to
Medieval period. E-mail: jakubniebieszczanski@gmail.com
PETRAUSKAS, Oleh V., Ph.D., Head of the Early Slavs Department of
the Institute of Archaeology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The
main areas of research are archaeological cultures and historical processes in
Southeastern Europe in the I millennium AD. The main topics are related to
the study of Roman and early medieval monuments. Author of more than
100 papers. Since 2012, he has been leading an international scientific project to investigate the unique monument of the Cherniakhiv culture – Komariv (http://komariv.in.ua/). E-mail: oleg_petrauskas@iananu.org.ua
POPA, Alexandru is an archaeologist, specialising in the study of the
Roman Time in south-eastern Europe. He studied History and Archaeology
at the State University of Moldova (Chişinău/Moldova), “Al.I. Cuza” University of Iaşi/ Romania, J.-W. Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main and Justus Liebig University in Giessen/Germany. He holds his habilitation degree
at the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-University in Bonn/Germany (2013).
Since 2016 he is associate professor for “Vor- und Frühgeschichte” at the
University of Regensburg/Germany. Between 2005 and 2010 he worked at
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the Roman-Germanic Commission of the German Archaeological Institute
in Frankfurt am Main. Since 2011 he is scientific researcher at the National
Museum of Eastern Carpathians in Sfântu Gheorghe/Romania. The recent
monographs are Studii asupra graniţelor romane din Dacia. Fortificaţia de la
Comolău. Studii şi Cercetări asupra frontierelor Imperiului Roman de pe teritoriul României 1 (Cluj-Napoca 2016) (coautor Z. L. Bordi); Untersuchungen
zu den römisch-barbarischen Kontakten östlich der römischen Provinz Dacia. Antiquitas III 47 (Bonn, 2015). E-mail: alexandru.popa@ur.de
PUŞCAŞ, Cristina Montana has earned her PhD in geology from the
University of South Florida in 2013. After a three-year postdoc at the Cologne University, she founded Terra Analitic SRL (in Alba Iulia, Romania)
in 2017, as a consulting firm and research lab specialized in analytical geochemistry and petrography. Main research interests: stable isotope geochemistry, speleology, and archaeometry. Her present focus is the application of
analytical methods developed for geological samples to archaeological artefacts, as tools for retracing provenance and manufacturing techniques.
E-mail: montana.puscas@teraanalitic.ro
SIMALCSIK, Angela, MD (Medicinae Doctor), researcher, a biological
anthropologist at the ”Olga Necrasov” Centre for Anthropological Research
of the Romanian Academy Iaşi Branch; expert anthropologist and Deputy
Director of the Institute of Bioarchaeological and Ethnocultural Research
in Chişinău; author and co-author of over 200 scientific papers in the field
of palaeoanthropology, palaeodemography and auxology, including seven
monographs, two anthropological atlases, and one treatise; laureate of three
prizes awarded by the Romanian Academy. Her main field of interest is the
reconstruction of past lives based on the examination of skeletal remains.
This includes markers of life history, indicators of workload, activities and
stress, pathological conditions and injuries, dietary habits and phenotypical
appearance. Its purpose is to describe past populations and their interaction
with the environment. E-mail: angellisimal@gmail.com
SPÂNU, Daniel (Dr., Hab.) is an archaeologist and research felllow at
the “Henri Coandă” Institute of Archeology in Bucharest since 1997. Previously, he attended and graduated the Faculty of History in Bucharest. Spânu
was the beneficiary of a pre-doctoral fellowship “Fritz Thyssen Sonderprogramm zum wissenschaftlichen Wiederaufbau in Südosteuropa” offered by
the “Alexander von Humboldt” Foundation at the Institute of Prehistoric
Archeology in Berlin (2000-2001) and a post-doctoral fellowship offered by
the same Foundation at the German Archaeological Institute and the Free
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University of Berlin (2009-2010). He also carried out several documentation
internships in Vienna, Budapest and in several museums in Romania. Spânu
defended a doctoral thesis transformed into the monograph Tezaurele dacice,
(Bucharest, 2012, dedicated to the “Dacian” hoards of the late La Tène period), as well as an habilitation thesis materialized in the monograph Poieneşti.
Necropola din secolele II-III (Cluj-Napoca, 2019, an analysis of the burial practices of the 2nd - 3rd centuries from Poieneşti, eastern Romania). He has participated in 45 archaeological campaigns in Romania and 10 abroad (France,
Germany, Republic of Georgia) and is the author of more than 50 studies
published in national or international volumes or periodicals; he presented
over 80 papers at national and international scientific meetings. His scientific activity focused mainly on the archeology of the Second Iron Age on the
territory of Romania and on the archeology of the “barbaric” world in the
vicinity of the Dacia Province in Roman period. E-mail: hazdrik@yahoo.com
STREMȚAN, Ciprian has earned hid PhD in geochemistry at University of South Florida and is currently a laser ablation product specialist at Teledyne Photon Machines. His current research is aimed at applying analytical chemistry tools used in earth sciences to other fields
of research, such as life sciences, material sciences, and archaeometry.
E-mail: Ciprian.Stremtan@Teledyne.com
TĂMAŞ, Tudor is a geologist based in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. He received his PhD in 2003 with a thesis on the mineralogy and palaeoclimatic
significance of speleothems. At present he is a lecturer at the Department of
Geology, Babeș-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca, where he teaches Crystallography and Analytic Methods in Mineralogy, also being in charge of the
X-ray diffraction facility. He has studied the mineralogy of caves for nearly 30
years, during which he authored or co-authored over 50 papers. His present
research interests include the study of cave deposits and archaeological materials. E-mail: tudor.tamas@ubbcluj.ro
TESKA, Milena, is an Assistant Professor at Faculty of Archaeology
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. The focus of her research is on the
pre-Roman Iron Age on the Right-Bank Lower Vistula and in Greater Poland
(especially in the Noteć valley), intercultural relations and archaeology of archival materials. Author na co-autor of over 40 studies published in specialty
journals and monographs. Co-author of the book Grabkowo, Gm. Kowal,
stanowiska 7 i 8. Źródła archeologiczne do studiów nad okresem przedrzymskim na Nizinie Wielkopolsko-Kujawskiej, Poznań 2017 (with W. Kaczor,
A. Michałowski, M. Żółkiewski). She is the editor of the volume: Viator per
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devia scieniae intinera. Studia nad problematyką okresów przedrzymskiego,
rzymskiego, wędrówek ludów i wczesnego średniowiecza, Poznań 2015 (with
A. Michałowski, M. Żółkiewski); Settlements Pottery of the pre-Roman Iron
Age in Central European Barbaricum – new research perspectives, Poznań
2017 (with A. Michałowski, P. Niedzielski, M. Żółkiewski); Archeologia
sarbskich lasów, Sarbia 2017 (with A. Michałowski, M. Strawa, R. Bartkowiak), Extra limites, Poznań-Wrocław 2017 (with M. Bohr). The editor’s secretary of Journals Slavia Antiqua and Wielkopolskie Sprawozdania Archeologiczne. E-Mail: m.teska@amu.edu.pl
TOPAL, Denis is an archaeologist specializing in the archaeology of the
early nomads of Eurasia and his research background stands for analyzing
tendencies of evolution of warfare in European cultures in the Iron Age. His
expertise also includes Late Bronze age — Early Iron age depositions and
barrow landscape archaeology of the Pontic steppe in prehistory. D. Topal
obtained his PhD title at the Academy of Sciences of Moldova in 2018 with
his thesis “Scythian blade weaponry of 7th–4th centuries BC (South-western part of Eastern Europe)”. Since 2017 D. Topal is functioning as a head
of Documentation Department of the National Agency for Archaeology of
Moldova and since 2020 activates as a scientific researcher at the National
Museum of History of Moldova in Chișinău. He has published more than 50
articles and presented papers at more than 20 national and international conferences. In addition, since 2010 he is associate editor of Stratum plus journal
(volume dedicated to the Iron Age). E-mail: denis.topal@gmail.com
ZANOCI, Aurel is PhD, Associate Professor at Moldova State University. Specialist in the Iron Age of the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic space.
Scientific interests are especially focused on the study of the habitat of the
communities of Cozia-Saharna culture and of the Thraco-Getic tribes in the
6th-3rd centuries BC. Author of more than 150 scientific publications, including 4 monographs: Fortificaţiile geto-dacice din spaţiul extracarpatic în
secolele VI-III a. Chr. / Geto-Dacian fortifications in the extra-Carpathian
space in the 6th-3rd centuries BC, Bucureşti, 1998; Butuceni. Monografie
arheologică / Butuceni. Archaeological monograph, Bucureşti, 2002 (co-authors Ion Niculiţă, Silvia Teodor); Habitatul din mileniul I a. Chr. în regiunea
Nistrului Mijlociu: Siturile din zona Saharna / The Habitat in the 1st millennium BC from the Middle Dniestr Region: the sites from Saharna Area,
Chişinău, 2008 (co-authors Ion Niculiţă, Tudor Arnăut); Evoluţia habitatului
din microzona Saharna în epoca fierului / Evolution of the Habitat in the Saharna micro-zone in the Iron Age, Chişinău, 2016 (co-authors Ion Niculiţă,
Mihail Băţ). E-mail: azanoci@gmail.com
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